
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
integration consultant. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for integration consultant

Assist customer in understanding current state workflows as it relates to
infusion devices and make recommendations for integration of future state
workflows
Articulate the impact of B
Participate in infusion clinical process optimization of future state by
leveraging clinical expertise and applying performance improvement, change
management techniques, and emphasis on added value during client
engagements to achieve measurable results
Participate, as necessary, on internal multidisciplinary teams to improve the
operational effectiveness of our consulting services
Articulate the measurable outcomes which can be improved with B
Participate in the creation of new clinical education materials for integration
to improve the workflow performance of our clinical customers
Analyze and interpret data to identify key performance indicators for
maintaining integration continuity and create a mitigation plan to address risk
areas through the performance of a gap analysis
Provide clinical expertise for future enhancements on infusion integration
Apply structure and process to group interactions enabling groups to
function effectively and make high-quality decisions for future state infusion
integrations
Familiarity with Public Sector, Healthcare and/or Financial Services industries
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Minimum 5 years hands-on experience designing and developing solutions on
IIB/MQ
Minimum 5 years hands-on experience designing and developing solutions on
Datapower
Demonstrate experience in Integration Consulting around MISMO standards
across gateway technologies such as Webservices, SFTP, AS2
Ability to lead a team and mentor younger professionals
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent in Computer Science or Business
Administration, or equivalent experience working with clients in the
Pharmaceutical industry
Working knowledge of JavaScript, HTML, and Internet technologies


